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   What Is the EOC Test Format? 

 The EOC tests include both multiple- choice 
and constructed-response items. 

 Each section has 35-38 multiple-choice items 
that can be administered in two, 45-minute  
sessions or one, 90-minute session. 

 The constructed-response session will consist of 
2 questions and can be administered in 45 
minutes. 

 U.S. History QualityCore Educator Resources: 
http://www.act.org/qc/KYUSHistory 

 

 

http://www.act.org/qc/KYUSHistory


 

When and How Are EOC 
Assessments Administered? 

  Multiple testing windows will be available 
during the school year.  

 The EOC assessments can be administered 
throughout the year as students earn credit 
in each course.  

 The multiple-choice items may be 
completed online or on paper.   

 The constructed response is paper only. 

 



EOC U.S. History  

 

 While Kentucky requires students to take the 
QualityCore® EOC exams, the 
Commonwealth does not require teachers 
to use the QualityCore® educator resources. 

  These resources are available to support 
teachers as they implement Core Content 
4.1 and their locally-developed  curriculum. 

 The QualityCore® resources for U.S. History 
may provide a useful supplement, but it is 
NOT a replacement curriculum. 
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U.S. History EOC Test Blueprint 
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Sample Objectives by Reporting Category: 
Building a Nation (Colonization to circa 1877) 

• Identify the reasons for colonization and analyze its 

impacts 

• Evaluate the causes and course of the American 

Revolution and the subsequent development of government 

• Evaluate political and territorial changes resulting from 

westward expansion in the early 

nineteenth century 

• Analyze social and political discord and the growth of 

sectional conflict in the antebellum 

period 

• Evaluate the technological, social, and strategic aspects of 

the Civil War 

• Evaluate the social, economic, and political impact of 

Reconstruction on the South and the rest of the U.S. 



Sample Objectives by Reporting Category:  
Rebuilding a Nation (circa 1877 to circa 1914) 

• Identify and evaluate issues associated with the development 

of the American West 

• Analyze the growth and impacts of business and industry in 

the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries 

• Compare the experiences of various social groups and 

political movements during the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 

• Identify and evaluate factors that influenced U.S. activity 

abroad during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 



Sample Objectives by Reporting Category:  
Challenges at Home and Abroad (circa 1914 to 1945) 

• Analyze the causes, course, and enduring impacts of World 

War I 

• Identify and evaluate societal changes of the 1920s 

• Explain the various causes and impacts of the Great 

Depression and the significance of the New Deal 



Sample Objectives by Reporting Category:  
America Since World War II (1945 to present) 

• Analyze the origins and major events of the Cold War and U.S. 

foreign policy since World War II 

• Identify and evaluate major domestic issues and responses of the 

presidential administrations since World War II 

• Identify events and individuals of the civil rights, human rights, and 

counterculture movements and evaluate their impacts 

• Evaluate the political and social impacts of the Vietnam War 

• Identify major contemporary social, environmental, and political 

issues, and evaluate the U.S. role in world events 

• Identify the significant military and political aspects of World War II 

• Evaluate the social, political, and economic impacts of World  

War II on the home front 
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EOC Thinking Processes 
 ACT uses the depth-of-knowledge (DOK) levels 

(Webb, 2002) to describe the thinking processes 
assessed by the EOC tests.  

 Webb developed descriptions of the DOK levels 
specifically for social studies. He notes that some 
action verbs, such as “explain,” “describe,” and 
“interpret,” can be classified at different levels, 
depending on the object of the action. 



Level 1: Recall 

 Recall requires the recall of information such as a fact, 
term, definition, or simple procedure. Students must 
demonstrate a rote response or perform a simple 
procedure.  

 Identify, list, or define facts, terms, concepts, and trends 

 Recall who, what, where, and when 

 Recognize or identify specific information contained in 
graphics (maps, charts, etc.) 

 Label locations on a map 

 Describe the features of places or people 



Sample Level 1 item 
 Which colony was established primarily for the 

purpose of religious freedom? 

 A. Virginia 

 B. Georgia 

 C. Massachusetts 

 D. New York 



Level 2: Basic Reasoning 

  Level 2: Basic Reasoning requires mental processing 
that goes beyond recalling or reproducing an answer. 
Students must make some decisions about how to 
approach a problem. The cognitive demands are more 
complex than in Level 1.  

 Describe the cause/effect of a particular event 

 Identify patterns in events or behavior 

 Contrast or compare people, places, events, and concepts 

 Classify or sort items into meaningful categories 

 Describe, interpret, or explain issues and problems, 
patterns, reasons, significance or impact, and points of 
view 

 Convert information from one form to another 



Sample level 2 item 

 What event does this political cartoon from the late 19th 
century depict? 

 A. corruption with Boss Tweed 

 B. monopoly of Robber Barons 

 C. Teapot Dome scandal 

 D. labor union unrest in the late 19th century 



Level 3: Complex Reasoning/Strategic Thinking 

 Level 3: Complex Reasoning/Strategic Thinking 
requires planning, thinking, explaining, justifying, 
using evidence, conjecturing, and postulating. The 
cognitive demands are complex and abstract, going 
beyond Level 2.  

 Develop a logical argument 
 Justify “how and why” through application and evidence 
 Analyze similarities and differences in issues, events, and 

problems 
 Make connections across time and place to explain a 

concept 
 Draw conclusions from observations 
 Apply concepts to new situations 
 Support ideas with details and examples 



Sample level 3 item 

 Assume that you are part of the TEA Party and have been protesting 
for the past year.  President Obama has just given a speech about his 
plan to raise taxes and expand the role of the federal government.  
What is most likely your reaction? 

    A. Discouraged, because his plan would not be progressive              

         enough in increasing the size of government. 

    B. Supportive, because his plan would reflect your position on  

         taxation and government. 

    C. Critical, because his plan is not dealing with environmental issues  

         such as global warming and carbon emissions. 

    D. Outraged, because his plan is going to increase taxes on Americans  

         and increase the size of government. 
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QualityCore U.S. History Constructed-
Response Holistic Scoring Guide 

 There will be two constructed -response tasks 
on the U.S. History EOC. 

 The U.S. History EOC also has two different 
types of constructed-responses: 

 Analysis Task 

 Visual Stimulus Task 

 Both constructed-response tasks are level three 
strategic thinking skills according to Webb’s 
DOK levels. 



QualityCore U.S. History Constructed-
Response Holistic Scoring Guide:   

Analysis Task 

 For one of the two constructed-response items, a score 
(ranging from 1 to 4) is given using this scoring guide. 
No score is given to an essay that is blank, off-topic, 
illegible, or written in another language. 



 In 1776, delegates of the 2nd Continental Congress met in Philadelphia to discuss and debate the issue 
of American independence from British rule.  Read the following quotation and consider the motives 
of the Continental Congress delegates. 

 

 

 

   Thomas Jefferson, The Declaration of Independence. 1776. 

 

Using your knowledge of the Era of Nation Building (Colonization – 1877) write an essay in which you 
assess whether or not it is valid to state that the freedom and independence sought by the 2nd 
Continental Congress was only for themselves and a select population of colonists, mainly white male 
landowners.  In your essay, discuss any TWO of the following to support your analysis: 

 

 John Adams’ May 15 Preamble for a resolution to declare independence 

 Richard Henry Lee’s Resolution to declare independence 

 Jefferson’s draft copy of the Declaration of Independence including the slave trade 
paragraph 

 

EOC Constructed-Response Analysis Task 

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator 
with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.” 



Analysis Task 
Score of 4: 
 A response at this level provides evidence of 

thorough knowledge and understanding of the 
subject matter. The essay: 

 Demonstrates thoughtful interpretation and/or 
analysis, of the historical issue and its implications 

 Provides insightful explanation of the prompt topic, 
effectively using relevant and accurate facts, examples, 
and details from at least two of the required kinds of 
evidence 

 Conveys knowledge and ideas effectively 



Analysis Task  
Score of 3: 

 A response at this level provides evidence of 
competent knowledge and understanding of the 
subject matter. The essay: 

 Demonstrates reasonable interpretation and/or 
analysis of the historical issue and its implications 

 Provides sufficient explanation of the prompt topic, 
appropriately using generally accurate facts, examples, 
and details from at least two of the required kinds of 
evidence 

 Conveys knowledge and ideas adequately 



Analysis Task  
Score of 2: 

 A response at this level provides evidence of basic 
knowledge and understanding of the subject matter. 
The essay: 

 Demonstrates incomplete or inconsistent interpretation 
and/or analysis of the historical issue and its implications 

 Provides some explanation of the prompt topic. Facts, 
examples, and details included are partially correct, though 
a few may be incorrect or lack depth. The essay addresses 
fewer than two of the required kinds of evidence or may 
address them with little development. 

 Conveys knowledge and ideas somewhat unclearly 



Analysis Task  
Score of 1: 

 A response at this level provides evidence of 
minimal knowledge and understanding of the 
subject matter. The essay: 

 Demonstrates little or no interpretation and/or 
analysis of the historical issue and its implications 

 Provides little or no explanation of the prompt topic. 
Facts, examples, and details included are mostly 
incorrect or lack depth. The essay may address fewer 
than two of the required kinds of evidence. 

 Conveys knowledge and ideas in a manner that is 
unclear and/or impedes understanding 



Analysis Task  
Score of 0: 

 A response at this level is not scorable. 

 The essay is off-topic, blank, hostile, or otherwise not 
scorable 



QualityCore U.S. History Constructed-
Response Holistic Scoring Guide:   

Visual Stimulus Task 

 For one of the two constructed-response items, a score 
(ranging from 1 to 3) is given using this scoring guide. 
No score is given to a response that is blank, off-topic, 
illegible, or written in another language. 



EOC Constructed-Response Visual Stimulus Task 

This photograph of boys working in a cigar factory was taken by Lewis Hine in Indianapolis, 
Indiana in 1908.  Examine the image carefully; then complete the following tasks. 

A. Identify the historical problem of this era captured in the  photograph.   

B. Explain the historical and economic causes and effects of this problem. 



Visual Stimulus Task  
Score of 3: 

 A response at this level provides evidence of 
thorough knowledge and understanding of the 
subject matter. The response: 

 Demonstrates thoughtful analysis of the prompt topic 
that effectively supports logical conclusions or 
interpretations 

 Provides insightful explanation of the prompt topic 

 Conveys knowledge and ideas effectively 



Visual Stimulus Task  
Score of 2: 

 A response at this level provides evidence of basic 
knowledge and understanding of the subject 
matter. 

 Demonstrates incomplete or inconsistent analysis of 
the prompt topic that may not fully support logical 
conclusions or interpretations 

 Provides some explanation of the prompt topic using 
partially correct content and details that may contain a 
few errors or misconceptions 

 Conveys knowledge and ideas adequately, but portions 
of the response may lack coherence 



Visual Stimulus Task  
Score of 1: 

 A response at this level provides evidence of 
minimal knowledge and understanding of the 
subject matter. 

 Demonstrates little or no analysis of the prompt topic 
to support logical conclusions or interpretations 

 Provides little or no explanation of the prompt topic 
using incorrect and/or incomplete content/details that 
contain significant errors or misconceptions 

 Conveys knowledge and ideas in a manner that is 
unclear and/or impedes understanding. 



Visual Stimulus Task  
Score of 0: 

 A response at this level is not scorable. 

 The essay is off-topic, blank, hostile, or otherwise not 
scorable 
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Alignment to Kentucky’s Program of Studies 

 Draft alignment document  

 Website: 
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Instructional+Reso
urces/High+School/Social+Studies/U.S.+History+ACT
+End+of+Course+Alignment.htm  

 Alignment issue with ACT QualityCore’s Part B:  
Building a Nation (Colonization – Circa 1877). 

 The early American History objectives are not 
included in the current high school social studies 
Program of Studies (CCA 4.1) but are supported with 
prior learning at the 8th grade social studies Program 
of Studies. 

 

http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Instructional+Resources/High+School/Social+Studies/U.S.+History+ACT+End+of+Course+Alignment.htm
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Instructional+Resources/High+School/Social+Studies/U.S.+History+ACT+End+of+Course+Alignment.htm
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Instructional+Resources/High+School/Social+Studies/U.S.+History+ACT+End+of+Course+Alignment.htm
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When and How Are These 
Assessments Administered 

 Multiple testing windows will be available during the 
school year.  

 The EOC assessments can be administered throughout 
the year as students earn credit in 

   each course.  

 The multiple-choice items may be completed 

   online or on paper.  

 The constructed response is paper only. 

 



EOC U.S. History  

 

 While Kentucky requires students to take the 
QualityCore® EOC exams, the 
Commonwealth does not require teachers 
to use the QualityCore® educator resources. 

  These resources are available to support 
teachers as they implement Core Content 
4.1 and their locally-developed  curriculum. 

 The QualityCore® resources for U.S. History 
may provide a useful supplement, but it is 
NOT a replacement curriculum. 



Questions? 
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